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Chapter 11-12 Day 3 (Sections 12.1, 12.31

Now we extend what we've learned about metal atom
locations within various unit cells to include ionic
substances. Most ionic substances with simple one-atom
ions use the same sort of unit cells. (lonic compounds
that contain polyatomic ions, can be considerably more
complicated.) The larger ion, usually the anion, can
occupy the same locations as the metal atoms did in the
previous worksheet. The smaller ions, usually the cations,
will occupy specific holes created by the bigger ions.

1a. Write the letter C on each corner position in the unit

cell below. How many corner positions are there?

What fraction of each corner position is located

within each unit cell?

It is common that there are ions located at the corner
positions in an ionic unit cell lattice - but not necessary!
An ionic substance may not have nay ions at the corner
posiitons. Nevertheless, the position still has a name,
corner, even if there are no ions present.

1b. Write the letter B on the body-centered position in the

unit cell above. How many body-centered positions are

there? ?

1c. Write the letter F on the face-centered position in the

unit cell above. How many face-centered positions are

there? _ What fraction of each face-centered

position is located within each unit cell?

I used letters in this question so you don't automatically
think there is an ion present there. There may well be.
Knowing the names of the positions within a unit cell is
useful when discussion ionic compounds. This is not a
problem when discussing metals like we did on the
previous worksheet.

1d. lonic compounds need for us to know about three
more positions. We can draw the first one on the unit
cell above. That position, is midway along each of the
12 edges in the unit cell. Write the letter E at each of
the 12 edge-centered positions in the unit cell pictured

above. There are 12 edge-centered positions. What
fraction of each edge-centered position is located within
each unit cell?
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2a. For many simple ionic compounds, the large ion takes
one of the familiar positions described earlier, simple
cubic, body-centered cubic or face-centered cubic. The
simple cube is commonly encountered in ionic
compounds. Specifically, one states that the large ions
form a simple cube sublaltice. Don't worry about the
sub part. The smaller ions are then located at the
center of the large hole (called a cubic hole) created by

big ions at the eight corners. At what position (location
name) within the unit cell are the small ions located?

2b. 11 an ionic compound exists with the anions in a

simple cubic sublattice and the cations at the body-
centered position, what is the formula of the ionic
substance? For example, An2Cat3. Answer:

3. Face-centered ionic lattices have their own set of very
important holes the octahedral or tetrahedral holes.
Again, this is only for the fcc unit cell. Octahedral holes
in the fcc sublattice are located at all of the edge-
centered positions as well as the body-centered
position. How many net octahedral holes are present in

each unit cell? _ Locate the octahedral holes in

this unit cell sketch and mark the with an O.

4. Face-centered sublattices of large ions also feature
tetrahedral holes, as shown in these diagrams. The
figure on the left shows just one tetrahedral hole in a fcc
unit cell. The figure on the right shows why they are
called tetrahedral holes: A tiny ion located in a

tetrahedral hole has four near neighbors ions of
opposite charge. The four include three from face-
centered positions and one corner position.

How many tetrahedral holes are present in each unit cell?


